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Introduction
Twistys is a gigantic website that has been around for almost a decade and features one of the largest
and best sorted libraries of porn babes ever assembled anywhere. The site is best known for its high
resolution magazine quality picture sets and fully searchable softcore video directory. They do offer
plenty of hardcore videos as well but it's the solo masturbation glamour videos that really set the site
apart from its competitors.

Adult Review
Twistys started back in 2001 and has been building itself into the largest archive of collectible glamor babe porn on the
internet ever since then. Now overflowing with more than 750,000 full sized high-res photo images, 2,000+ glamour girl
videos and more than 90 full length porn DVDs as well... it's no wonder when real perverts think about elegant sexual
collectibles Twistys is one of the first names that cums to mind!
  
  With a small website the interface is much less important, but with a huge archive containing more than 1,900 stunning
hand-picked models like Twistys offers, the interface of the site itself becomes very important. Each and every aspect of the
Twistys porn site can be full searched in a variety of ways so finding the girl you want, or finding more of any particular
model on the site is never more than a couple straight forward clicks away.
  
  The videos are elegantly produced with top quality lighting and sound work in 640x480 DVD quality that can be either
streamed online (so nobody else knows what you have been watching) or downloaded to your own hard drive to become part
of your permanent porn collection.
  
  Have a look at the Free Preview of Twistys porn by clicking the picture or the button on the top of this Twistys Porn Review
and you can see for yourself why so many perverts flock to Twistys each year. The tour does an excellent job of showing you
what you can expect from the members area and the models they show you to whet your appetite are impossible to resists...
this is glamor porn the way it really ought to be!

Porn Summary
Few sites can even compete with Twistys if what you are looking for are elegant babes and calendar models getting busy in
totally naked porn performances. The size and quality of the Twistys porn site is just too good to overlook.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The largest and best sorted Babe Archive in the world.'
Quality: 88  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 92
Support: 85 Unique: 85    Taste: 92        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Glamour, Massive, PornStars, Softcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $27.95 Preview: 2 Days for $3.88 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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